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Professional and Color Consistent Printing with
PrinTao® 8 and Epson® Stylus Large Format Printers
Kiel, Germany, November 11th, 2013 ■ LaserSoft Imaging releases
the professional printing software PrinTao 8. This newly developed
program allows professional printing by means of an intuitive user
interface. PrinTao 8 achieves color fidelity, without the need to
adjust any complex printer driver settings. Printing has become
more efficient and economical.
Using PrinTao 8, both amateur photographers as well as professionals
just need a few mouse clicks from layout to color consistent printing.
The clearly structured Start-Pilot is a great tool for selecting printer
model, paper type and size as well as output quality with a few mouse
clicks.
PrinTao 8‘s ICC color management is based on one of the best color
engines in the world with special focus on accuracy and performance. It
takes full advantage of the entire printer‘s color gamut. Highest print
quality standards are met in very high quality; accurate, reliable, and
consistent color reproductions.
Beneath PrinTao‘s intuitive user interface, it combines the most
important printing functionalities from image processing and layout
software, such as adjusting resolution and resizing images.
The PrinTao 8 Media Manager uses a constantly updated online
database to manage and install paper profiles. In addition to the Epson
manufacturer papers, it contains the profiles for the most important
papers of many renowned quality paper manufacturers like Canson,
Hahnemühle, Ilford, Tecco and Tetenal. This database is constantly
expanded by newly released papers.
In PrinTao 8, pre-designed templates facilitate the creation of print
layouts. The pack templates are especially designed for photographers.
These allow multiple copies of an image in different sizes on the print
medium.

An intelligent nesting algorithm calculates the optimum arrangement to
keep paper usage to a minimum.
PrinTao 8 is now available as a download from EUR 99,00. It runs
under Mac OS X 10.7 or later with a variety of Epson Stylus printers.

« PrinTao 8 – Effortless Professional Printing »
More information can be found here: !
http://www.PrinTao8.com
About LaserSoft Imaging® AG:
LaserSoft Imaging was founded in 1986 by physicist Karl-Heinz Zahorsky
who developed the concept of SilverFast in Kiel, Germany. Today SilverFast
is regarded as the standard software for scanners and digital cameras for
both beginners and professionals. The SilverFast range of products includes
software for scanners, digital cameras, printers and for HDR imaging, as well
as several specialized solutions. LaserSoft Imaging is fabricating quality
targets for IT8 calibration in their own production. SilverFast has won the
EDP-Award for the Best Color Management Software of the Year 2008. With
over 2.5 million copies sold and as a bundle partner of the major scanner
manufacturers, SilverFast is the most successful scanner software in the
world.
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